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ABOUT US
Jaipur Exhibition and Convention Centre is the largest pillar-less exhibition-conventionentertainment facility of its kind in all of South Asia. The multi-purpose spaces at JECC makes it
the perfect venue for all types of events including Exhibitions, Conferences, Corporate Meetings,
Entertainment Events, Product Launches, Trade Shows, Day Conferences, Award Ceremonies
and Seminars. JECC also provides end-to-end event planning and management, making it a onestop destination for world-class services.
Spread in 42-acre property, JECC consists of two exhibition halls with column-space of 1,00,000 sq. ft
each & an exquisite convention centre featuring an elegantly designed ballroom of 12,000 sq. ft. along
with 14 breakaway rooms split across two levels. This splendid facility also has open-air venue

options of 50,000 sq. ft lawn, an expansive outdoor exhibition area and is located merely 15
minutes away from the Jaipur International Airport.

Global Exhibition Day
Global Exhibitions Day was celebrated in JECC on June 6 th to celebrate the exhibition industry
and highlight its positive impact on jobs, business, innovation, opportunity to all the
stakeholders and growth of city’s overall economy. Global Exhibition Day aims to raise
awareness of the exhibition industry on a global scale, how it benefits the economy, and the
variety of career opportunities it has to offer.

EVENTS AT JECC
Bounce Back by Dr. Vivek bindra
Bounce Back is a Series of High Power Motivational Seminar by Dr. Vivek Bindra in different cities
in India. The seminar was held in Jaipur on July 1st at the convention centre of Jaipur Exhibition
and Convention centre. Dr. Vivek Bindra is a Motivational Speaker, Leadership Consultant and
Business Coach. Bounce Back series let you understand the ultra-productivity and give you an
opportunity to stand with the global competition.

Aditya Birla Capital
Aditya Birla Capital, a non-banking financial institution and the holding company for all financial
service businesses of the Aditya Birla Group, hosted an annual event at JECC on July 13th and
14th. The 2-days event was organised for the employee of Aditya Birla Capital.

Meet Chairman Mahasammelan 2018
Life Insurance Corporation of India, an Indian state-owned insurance group and investment
company, hosted a “Meet Chairman Mahasammelan” on July 30th at Jaipur Exhibition and
Convention Centre. The event was organised for the chief life insurance advisors of LIC.

Employee Communication Forum 2018
Bharti Airtel hosted their annual event “Employee Communication Forum” on July 19th for its
internal customers in the ballroom of Jaipur Exhibition and Convention Centre. The purpose of
the event was to appreciate the employees for their support, to award them for their
contribution, and also to prepare how to counter attack the competitor.

Weddings at JECC

Trends That Will Shape Exhibition and Event Industry
The exhibition and event industry is rapidly growing, resulting in more and more competitive
market. Event planners, hosts and venues need to develop new and innovative strategies to attract
customers. Here are few of the most important trends within the exhibition and event industry for
the coming years.
1. Innovative Technology
Today technology is an integrated part in everyone's life; it comes as no surprise that new
innovations are the leading items within the event industry to look for in the coming years. In
particular live tech will take the visitor experience to the next level. Real time information or
updates about attendees, upcoming shows or exact waiting times commonly emerge. Today, it is
even possible to notify the guests about special offers or happenings based on their position. With
tools such as indoor mapping, planning and attending an event gets simplified for both visitors and
exhibitors.
2. Competition of Venues
In this constantly growing industry more and more venues appear that offer the possibility to
showcase an event. In order to stand out from the crowd an increased number of convention
centre provide unique services that differentiates their venue from others.
3. Visitor Engagement
Customers now want to engage in events and be more than just a passive observer. New
technology is creating new possibilities combining the physical reality with the virtual one during
the event. Interactive displays, games and competitions as well as live demonstrations at the event,
digital real time chats or personalized pop-up notifications are on the rise.

4. LED and Digital Lights
LED and Digital lights help to improve the appearance of the exhibition stand and get the
attention of the audience. Backlit stands and banners also make the stand look fancier. LED
lights are not only energy efficient but they also make 3D stall design seem bigger and brighter.
5. Diversity
In recent years, diversity and uniqueness of events become the center of attention. As a result,
there is a wide range of diverse attendees from all cultures. Trade shows tend to accommodate
more exhibitors than ever before, showcasing hundreds of booths and live demonstrations in a
high extent.
6. Artificial Intelligence
Mobile applications that provide all useful information about an event are immensely important.
Hereby customers demand relevant and targeted information that is based on their desires.
Apps today are supposed to give valuable facts and information about upcoming queries should
be answered straight away without any hassle.
7. Theme Centric Exhibition Stalls
The exhibition stall is the main element that will reflect and communicate the theme to target
audience. Having a theme not only adds a fun element but also assists to increase brand recall
value among the clients.
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